
PREFIXES, SUFFIXES, AND ROOTS 

h a—not, without 
ab—from 
able—able, worthy to be 
ad—to, toward 
amb i—both 
an—not, without 
ance—act. quality, state 
ancy—act, quality, state 
ant — act. quality, state 
ant —one who 
ante—before 
anthro—human 
anti—against 
aqua—water 
ar — pertaining to 
ary—place where 

person who 
pertaining to 

ate—to cause to be 
auto—self 
bel—war 
bene—good, well 
bi—two 
cede—to go; to yield 
ceed—to go; to yield 

.Q.s-  cent—hundred 
chron—time 
clan —one who 
tide—kill; cut 
circum—around 
cis—kill; cut 
co—together, with 
co/—together, with 
corn—together, with 
con—together, with 
contra—against 
contro—against 
cor—together, with 
corp—body 
counter—against 
creel—believe 
cute—small 
de—down, away from 
deca—ten 
dem—people 
derm—skin 
dic—speak 
dis—not, without 
du—two 

ee —one who 
0-0 -ence—act, quality, state 

ency—act. quality, state 
ent — pertaining to 
er —one who 
ery—a place where 
ette—small 

amoral 
abduct 
lovable 
advance 
ambivalent 
anarchy 
reluctance 
relevancy 
exorbitant 
immigrant 
antedate 
anthropology 
antiseptic 
aquarium 
vehicular 
infirmary 
actuary 
sedentary 
accelerate 
autobiography 
bellicose 
benevolent 
bicycle 
concede 
proceed. 
century 
chronological 
physician 
homicide 
circumference 
incision 
coherent 
collaborate 
companion 
convene 
contradiction 
controversy 
correlate 
corpulent 
counteract 
credence 
minuscule 
demote 
decade 
democracy 
dermatology 
diction 
dishonest 
duplicate 
payee 
reticence 
clemency 
delinquent 
arbiter 
refinery 
statuette 

ex—former 
ex, e—out 
extra—beyond over 
fit—faith 
ful —enough to fill 
gen—race, birth 
geo—earth 
gram—write 
graph—write 
hetero 	different 
homo—same 
hood—act, quality, state 
hydra—water 
hyper—beyond, over 
hypo—under 
ible—able, worthy to be 
ic—pertaining to 
ify 	to cause to be 
it—not, without 

76:_fie—pertaining to, like 
im—not, without 
in—not, without 
the—like 
inter—between, among 
intra—within 
intro—within 
it—not, without 
ise-ize-yze—to cause 
ish—like 
ism—act, quality, state 
ist —one who 
ity—act, quality, state 
ive—pertaining to 
less —without 
let—small 
log, loq, /oc—speech 
mal—bad, wrong 
ment—act, quality, state 
meter—measure 
micro-ktmall 
mis—bad, wrong 
mono—one 
mort—death 
multi—many 

/ - non—not, without 
ology— the study of 
or—one who 
ory—a place where 
or); — pertaining to 
ous—pertaining to 
pan—all 
para—beside, alongside 
path—feeling 
ped 	child, foot 

per—through  

ex-offender 
expel 
extraordinary 
confide 
plentiful 
genealogy 
geography 
monogram 
autograph 
heterogeneous 
homogeneous 
falsehood 
dehydrate 
hypercritical 
hypodermic 
feasible 
nostalgic 
amplify 
illegible 
fragile 
imperceptible 
inarticulate 
canine 
interstate 
intrastate 
introspection 
irreconcilable 
jeopardize 
snobbish 
plagiarism 
geologist 
animosity 
furtive 
careless 
pamphlet 
monologue 
malnutrition 
postponement 
diameter 
microcomputer 
misfortune 
monopoly 
mortal 
multifaceted 
nonchalant 
biology 
auditor 
laboratory 
auditory 
copious 
panorama 
parallel 
empathy 
pediatrics 
pedestrian 
perforate 
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PREFIXES, SUFFIXES, AND ROOTS 

peri—around _Erimeter AL 5 sub—under subservient 
phil—love philanthropy super—beyond over supercilious 
phobia—fear claustrophobia tele—far telephone 
poly—many Polygamy terr—earth terrain 
port—carry transport theo—god theology 
post—after posthumous therm—heat thermometer 
pre—before premeditation tion—act, quality, state alteration 
pro—forward; for promotion trans—across, through transfer 
re—back revert tri—three triplicate 
retro—back retrospect ultra 	over ultraconservative beyond 
scribe—write scribble un—not, without unsafe 
semi—half, partly semiannually uni—one unanimous 
ship—act, quality, state censorship vid—see evident 
sion—act, quality, state allusion vis—see visible 

SPELLING GUIDELINES 

1. Do not change the spelling of the root word when adding a prefix_ 
service, disservice 	legal, illegal 	spell, misspell 	necessary, unnecessary 

2. Words beginning with ante, anti, mid non, semi, over, and under are usually one word. 
antedate 	antifreeze midterm nonessential semicircle overrun 

3. Use a hyphen after ex, ill, self well, and prefixes used with capitalized words. Do not use a hyphen 
with step and grand. 

ex-wife ill-mannered self-esteem well-dressed 	pro-Communist stepson 
(exceptions: selfhood, selfless, selfsame, subartic, transatlantic, and transpacific) 

4. Drop the final e when adding a suffix beginning with a vowel except words ending in ce or ge. 
like, likable continue, continuous peace, peaceable knowledge, knowledgeable 
(exceptions: acreage, lineage, mileage, eyeing, singeing, dyeing, hoeing, shoeing) 

Retain the final  e when adding a suffix beginning with a consonant. 
sincere, sincerely nine, ninety retire, retirement 	whole, wholesome 
(exceptions: acknowledgment, argument, awful, duly, gently, judgment, ninth, truly, wholly) 

5. When a word ends in y preceded by a consonant, change the y to i when adding a suffix except ing. 
When a word ends in y preceded by a vowel, retain they. 

city, cities delivery, deliveries 	monkey, monkeys 	attorney, attorneys 

6. When a word ends in a single consonant preceded by a single vowel, double the final consonant be-
fore a suffix beginning with a vowel if the word has one syllable or the accent is on the last syllable. 

plan, planned forget, forgetting benefit, benefiting cancel, canceled 
(exceptions: cancellation, excellence, programmed, programmer, programming) 

7. Add able to words that would be complete without able-ible or by adding e. Add ible to words that 
would be incomplete without able-ible or end in c, s, or t. 

acceptable 	desirable lovable 	negligible forcible feasible convertible 

8. Write i before e except after the sound of long e after c and the sound of long a or i. 
believe brief niece ceiling 	receipt weigh 	freight 
(exceptions: counterfeit, either, foreign, forfeit, leisure, neither, protein, seize, weird) 

9. Write ize after words that would be complete without adding ise, ize, yze or without adding y. Write 
ise after words that would be incomplete without adding ise, ize, yze. 

realize 	specialize 	scrutinize 	surprise 	franchise 	advertise 
(exceptions: antagonize, demoralize, emphasize, hypnotize, ostracize, recognize, analyze, 
Paralyze). 

10. One word ends in sede —supersede. Three words end in ceed—exceed, proceed, succeed. Six words 
end in cede—accede, concede. intercede, precede, recede, secede 
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